TO: SAC, SEATTLE (164-81)

FROM: SAC, PORTLAND (164-41) (F)

SUBJECT: NORJIK
(NO: Seattle) BuFile 164-2111

On 12/7/76, Portland, Oregon, advised that on the area where instant hijacking ended in 1971, while there he talked with a developments known to her in the case, replied in the negative and then said that at telephone number contacted a woman at the above number who identified herself as and she told him Washington. She related that on the night of the hijacking in 1971, was it work, during the time she heard a low flying jet airplane. She mentioned this to had seen a well dressed man walking along the road and thought it strange to see such an individual in that area at that time of the night. had not reported this to the authorities and she advised that had not even heard about the hijacking for a period of after it happened and had felt that law enforcement officers were so busy they would not be interested in this information said he attempted to get in touch with report of the incident but had not been able to contact him.
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TO: SAC, PORTLAND (164-41)
FROM: SAC, SEATTLE (164-81) (P)
SUBJECT: NORJAK

OO: SEATTLE

Re Portland airtel to Seattle, 12/17/76.

The Portland Division is requested to reinterview Oregon, and ascertain the name of either Washington, or in order that the Seattle Division may identify this individual and conduct appropriate investigation to determine if he is identical with D. B. COOPER.

Armed and Dangerous
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